
FOR THE COMMON DEFENSE

Now fully updated and totally revised, this highly regarded classic remains the most comprehensive study available of
Americaâ€™s military history. Major Problems in American Military History: Documents and Essays. Allan R. Millett is
Professor of History and Director of the.

Fighting in small war parties, with each war party keeping on the move and acting in isolation, they repeatedly
conducted sophisticated ambushes and raids. Far more immediately threatened by the French in Canada than
was Virginia, Massachusetts fielded military forces during the s that were not heavily weighted toward the
permanently poor and vagrants but instead reflected the colony's overall social composition. As a result, he
went to Russia and sold it to them. The authors hypothesize that this was because the American continent had
not been fully "conquered" and taken over by the United States, which kept our nation attention focused
"inward" and not "expanding outward. The Colonial Wars,  In whites murdered some members of the friendly
Susquehannock Indians, forcing the tribe onto the warpath. The Armed Forces and National Expansion,  Their
military ethos contained little of the emphasis on loyalty, subordination, and discipline that characterized
European armies. Every colony's law detailed how destitute citizens could be armed at public expense, and
legislatures provided for public arsenals to supplement individually owned armaments. Now English efforts to
elicit a firm pledge of friendship from them gained only an equivocal response. Whites were so inept at forest
warfare that sending an expedition against the Indians without accompanying Indian allies invited disaster. In
George Washington's words, some men always had "a natural fondness for Military parade," enjoyed
soldiering, and willingly devoted time and money to it. Increasingly men sought militia officership not from a
sense of duty, but because, as one critic wrote, they had "an amazing infatuation" with military titles as
symbols of social prominence. For example, at a time when Virginia was raising its army almost exclusively
from among the poorest elements of its populace, Massachusetts was acting quite differently. Description: 1
online resource Contents: ContentsAcknowledgementsIntroduction1. Some trainbands elected their officers,
but in others the governors appointed them. Militia districts filled their quotas by a combination of volunteers,
draftees, substitutes, and hirelings, with volunteering being the preferred method. By the early s both sides
approached exhaustion, and in the governor signed a peace treaty with the major tribes in the enemy
confederation. In theory the militia could provide local defense during an emergency, such as an Indian or
rival European assault on an exposed settlement. Abandoning homes and farms for the security of a garrison
house or stockade left other property vulnerable to destruction. It was during the Spanish-American War that
the United States saw an enormous amount of expansion as it acquired former Spanish territories including the
Philippines and some other islands in the Pacific. As a practical solution for the problem of local defense,
pioneers adopted a stronghold concept of defense. Shelves: american-history , civil-war , finished-in ,
general-history , history , korean-war , military-history , modern-war , textbook , vietnam-war I had read the
first half of the book for one online course. For the Common Defense examines the nation's pluralistic military
institutions in both peace and war, the tangled civil-military relations that created the country's commitment to
civilian control of the military, the armed forces' increasing nationalization and professionalization, and
America's growing reliance on sophisticated technologies spawned by the Industrial Revolution and the
Computer and Information Ages. His warriors killed nearly colonists during the first morning, more than had
fallen on Good Friday in , but the effect was not as devastating. The flintlock musket replaced the matchlock.
In wartime, authorities formed expeditions by tapping this manpower pool, drawing men out of the trainbands
on an individual basis and organizing them into fighting units. Throughout the hot, humid summers and the
cool, dreary winters the colonists, guided by Indian allies and defectors from Opechancanough's forces, struck
at enemy villages, corn fields, and fishing weirs. Preserving the New Republic's Independence,  The Civil
War, 


